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Abstract — Time series is a set of statistics, usually collected at regular intervals. The goal of analyzing a time series database is to find whether and how frequent a periodic pattern is repeated within the series. Periodic pattern mining is the problem that regards temporal regularity. It has a number of applications, such as prediction, forecasting, detection of unusual activities, etc. Several algorithms have been developed for detecting periodicity in time series databases. A new method is proposed for online data sets which need periodicity detection to be online.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A time series is a sequence of recorded values. These values are usually real numbers recorded at regular intervals, such as yearly, monthly, weekly, daily, and hourly [6]. Data recorded irregularly are often interpolated to form values at regular intervals before the time series is analyzed. Time series data appear naturally in almost all fields of natural and social science as well as in numerous other disciplines. People are interested in time series analysis for two reasons:

- Modeling time series - To obtain insights into the mechanism that generates the time series.
- Forecasting time series - To predict future values of the time series variable.

Data reduction is an important data mining concept. Data reduction techniques will reduce the massive data into a manageable synoptic data structure while preserving the characteristic of the data as much as possible. One of the data reduction method is discretization by assigning a letter from a predefined alphabet to each value or range. It is discretized by considering a distinct range such that all values in a range are represented by one symbol. Periodicity detection of a time series is a process for finding temporal regularities within the time series database [7]. In general, there are three types of periodic patterns in a time series. They are: 1) Symbol periodicity 2) Partial periodicity 3) Segment periodicity. Symbol periodicity means only one symbol is periodic. If more than one symbol is periodic and occur partially it is called partial periodicity. Segment periodicity means the whole time series is represented as a periodic pattern. A pattern is said to be periodic if its confidence value is above or equal to the threshold value. The confidence of a periodic pattern X occurring in time series T is the ratio of its actual periodicity to its expected perfect periodicity. Several noise can be present in the time series. Three basic types of noise generally considered in time series analysis are replacement, insertion and deletion noise [2]. In replacement noise, some symbols in the discretized time series are replaced at random with other symbols. In case of insertion and deletion noise, some symbols are inserted or deleted, respectively, randomly at different positions (or time values). Noise can also be a mixture of these three types.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

Several algorithms have been developed to detect periodicity in time series databases. Some of them are discussed here. One of the earliest best known work has been developed by Elfeky et al. [1]. They proposed two separate algorithms to detect symbol and segment periodicity in time series. Their algorithm (CONV) is based on the convolution technique with reported complexity of O (n log n). Although their algorithm works well with data sets having perfect periodicity, it fails to perform well when the time series contains insertion and deletion noise. Another algorithm for the periodic pattern mining in time series database is periodic pattern mining using suffix tree by Rasheed et al. [2]. STNR (Suffix Tree Noise Resilient algorithm) involves two phases. In the first phase, it builds a tree which is known as suffix tree for the time series database and in the second phase, it uses the suffix tree to calculate the periodicity of various patterns in the time series database. This algorithm is capable of: 1) identifying the three different types of periodic patterns, 2) handling asynchronous periodicity by locating periodic patterns that may drift from their expected positions up to an allowable limit, and 3) investigating periodic patterns in the whole time series. The worst case complexity is O (n^2). Another algorithm by Rasheed et al. [3], which is a modification of STNR have an additional feature of detecting periodic patterns even in a subsection of the time series. The worst case complexity is O (k. n^2), where k is the maximum length of periodic pattern and n is the length of the analyzed portion (whole or subsection) of the time series. Another method has been introduced by Xylogiannopoulos et al. [4] by modifying the data structure used. They utilize Suffix Arrays in data mining instead of the commonly used data structure Suffix Trees to detect repeated patterns in time series with time complexity of O (n log n). This method is also a modification of the work in [3]. A new method of periodicity mining in time series databases is introduced to generate patterns by adding extra flexibilities for the user to facilitate the discovery for those patterns which are generated by skipping intermediate events by Nishi et al. [5]. All the three
types of periodicity in one run, that is, the symbol, sequence and segment periodicity can be detected in a more flexible and proficient way. Initially, single length patterns are mined and gradually generated larger length patterns by joining interesting and periodic smaller length patterns in each pass. Then in the same pass, the proposed approach calculates occurrence vector for the newly generated patterns. As a next step, the algorithm generates all possible exclusive interesting patterns by allowing event skipping among intermediate events. The number of allowed event skipping within any two events can be determined by the difference vector and user specified maximum event skipping threshold, h. Then the generated patterns are tested for periodicity using periodicity detection algorithm. From the periodic patterns found in this step, the algorithm generates patterns for next phase and this process continues until user specified phase number is reached or no new patterns can be generated. Periodicity detection with skipping events is found to be good only in specific applications such as weather forecast center to predict the humidity for a country with the knowledge in mind that during winter the humidity needs not to be considered. Hence, if the time interval contains any month information which belongs to winter then that information can be neglected.

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The ubiquitousness of sensor devices that generate real-time, append-only and semi-infinite data streams has revived the need for online processing. In order to deal with this, online algorithm detecting all the three types of periodicities is proposed. Online algorithm is one that can process its input piece-by-piece in a serial fashion, i.e., in the order that the input is fed to the algorithm, without having the entire input available from the start. So here the problem is to find out an optimal method for periodicity detection in online time series databases.

IV. PROPOSED WORK

The proposed work is periodicity detection in online databases. As the first step, data reduction is done by a discretization technique. The work has incorporated methods used in [3] and [4] and online periodicity detection is included.

V. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Implementation is done in Java. The following methods were implemented and tested.

**Discretization:** The maximum and minimum values of input values are found and it is segmented based on range factor. Each segment is separated by val:

\[ \text{val} = (\text{max} - \text{min}) / \text{range factor} \]

After this step, need to map each segment into symbols. For this, \(\text{val} \) is added to minimum value and this range i.e. from minimum to minimum + \(\text{val}\) is mapped to the symbol ‘a’. This process is repeated on each entry of the data.

**Suffix array construction:** Suffix array is the sorted list of all suffixes of a string. The algorithm Suffix Array Construction (SAC) is used, in which a for-loop calculates each time the substring from position till the end of the string of the time series. Then the array is sorted by calling a sorting function.

**Occurrence vector calculation:** Occurrence vector is the list of index positions of a substring in the original string. It is calculated for all substring. In this step many substrings will be removed as they may not be repeating.

**Periodicity calculation:** Periodicity is calculated based on occurrence vector. For each occurrence vector \(\text{occurVec}\) of size \(k\) for pattern \(X\), find the difference vector which is position \(\text{si} + 1\) minus position \(i\) of the repeated pattern and calculates the differences (periodicities) \(p\) for each pair. Checks if the modulo of the division between starting position and \(p\) is equal to the modulo of position \(i\) and \(p\). If equal, it means that the specific position \(i\) is a repetition with the specific periodicity \(p\) and the algorithm increments the count of the specific periodicity. Then calculate the confidence which is the number that periodicity \(p\) has been found valid over the perfect periodicity by the equation:

\[ \text{Confidence}(p) = \frac{\text{count}(p)}{P(p, \text{startPos}, X)} \]

Where

\[ P(p, \text{startPos}, X) = (|T| - \text{startPos} + 1) / p \]

\(|T|\) is the length of the string representing the time series, \(P\) is the period and startPos is the starting position of the substring \(S\) in the time series \(T\). A pattern is considered to be periodic only if its confidence is above the threshold value which is initially set between 0 and 1.

Algorithm for the online periodicity detection method is as follows.

**Step 1:** Read the input value one by one at regular intervals.

**Step 2:** Apply descretization based on range factor, when the number of data elements is at least 2.

**Step 3:** Apply SAC algorithm to the output of step 2.

**Step 4:** Find occurrence vector for the suffix array.

**Step 5:** Apply periodicity detection algorithm for the patterns with occurrence vector.

**Step 6:** Repeat steps 2-5 for each data read at regular interval.

In order to test online periodicity detection, online or real time dataset is needed. Due to the difficulty in getting online database for testing, static databases are simulated to be online. So the above mentioned methods are repeated on each data entry at regular intervals. So periodic pattern found at each interval will be different.

VI. DATA SETS

Real data set is used for experimental evaluation. The data set used is:
1. Monthly gold price in Kerala from 2009 to 2013 [8].
TABLE 1. Results of the method with different threshold values with range factor 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>No. of patterns</th>
<th>Max. length Pattern</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>ee, fffe</td>
<td>e=19573.32-21866.5 f=21866.5-24160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 2. Results of the method with different range factor values with threshold=0.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range factor</th>
<th>No. of patterns</th>
<th>Max. length Pattern</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>ddddd</td>
<td>d=20720-24160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>dd, eeed</td>
<td>d=18656-21408 e=21408-24160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 3. Results of the method after reading first 12 input values and threshold=0.5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range Factor</th>
<th>No. of Patterns</th>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a=10400-10488 b=10488-10976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>a, b</td>
<td>a=10400-10806.67 b=10806.67-11213.34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to track the periodicity of patterns, parameters are set. Optimal parameter settings will be different for various applications. The two parameters are:

1. Range factor: It determines the number of segments in which the input values need to be divided. As the first step, range factor segments the entire range of input values by descretization. So it affects the accuracy of the result. On increasing range factor, accuracy of the result increases. In this method range factor is limited to 26.

2. Threshold: It is the lower bound on the value of confidence. When threshold is set nearly 1, only those patterns which are perfectly periodic will be shown as the result.

Perfect Periodicity (P, stPos, S) = (|T| - stPos + 1) / p

conf (P, stPos, S) = Actual Periodicity(P, stPos, S) / Perfect Periodicity(P, stPos, S)

Where, |T| is the length of the string representing the time series, P is the period and stPos is the starting position of the substring S in the time series T.

The online periodicity detection algorithm. This purpose is fulfilled by online periodicity detection. The proposed method can be extended by using enhanced suffix array construction to reduce time complexity of the method.
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